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Abstract
Progress in modern engineering devices favours the development of independent computer systems of
intelligent change management of operational characteristics of construction facilities. The article deals with
the continuous control system (monitoring) of the soil moisture. The capillary sensor applied provides a far
higher accuracy in determining the moisture than it is achieved by discrete determination of soil electrical
characteristics which depend on the concentration and proportion of salts dissolved in the soil as well as the
particle-size distribution. A flowchart of the diagnostic system was developed; it does not only transfer the
data from the sensors, processes them and informs the operator, but also gives the possibility of autonomous
inclusion of mechanisms to eliminate the emerged damages. Thus, while monitoring the soil moisture of
hillsides, embankments and cuts slopes it prevents their shifts and other damages.
Keywords: NDT method, capillary sensor, soil moisture monitoring, remedial measures

1. INTRODUCTION
A considerable number of factors influence rail
bed stability, which substantially hamper the
forecasting of emergence and development of
deformations and damages, which, in turn, leads to
considerable expenses for repair works, losses due
to the breaks in train traffic, increased costs for
track maintenance and a low traffic safety level. To
increase the reliability of track sections it is a
necessary to create a monitoring system of the
roadbed technical condition based on information
technologies, which will consider the maximum
possible number of factors influencing track
stability. The monitoring makes possible to rank
track sections by safety levels in terms of
deformations emergence and to reveal the most
vulnerable areas requiring additional inspection and
stabilization.
Soils are capillary-porous materials for which
one of the stability factors is an amount of moisture
in pores. Accordingly, diagnostic techniques for
roadbed structures can be based on measurements
of soil electrical characteristics (resistance,
capacity, dielectric permeability, and others) [9, 11,
13]. At present the advance in diagnostic technical
means allows designing more sophisticated systems
of monitoring landslide processes. Study [5]
presents the concept of environment for designing

and testing distributed diagnostic systems. The
equipment and systems for monitoring and
diagnostics, included in the distributed diagnostic
system, are called subsystems. Each element is a
selected subsystem of the distributed diagnostic
system. Locally, the element is linked with the
subsystem which processes and collects the
information from the data received from the
subsystem. Globally, the element interacts with the
other elements by transferring, receiving,
processing and
storing
messages.
Rapid
development of mobile technologies of improved
quality and higher data transfer rates encourages
usage of mobile terminals for diagnostics [1]. It
concerns diagnostics of both simple objects for
routine usage and complicated (critical) objects.
The study describes basic principles which allow
the user to access the diagnostic data of a technical
object wirelessly. Also, the study gives basic
requirements for the well-developed user interface
of the mobile application.
2. THE ANALYSIS OF PREVIOUS
RESEARCH
Control systems are constantly being improved
with diagnostic methods and information
technologies.
They
include
selection
of
information, special diagnostic systems, decision
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matching system and causal effect modelling. NDT
methods are reviewed in [6]. The methodology,
advantages and disadvantages along with up-to-date
research on NDT methods are presented. Different
damage levels having less dependence on inspector
judgment are suggested. Moreover, a flow chart
based on damage level along with NDT methods
and potential remedial measures are proposed for
periodic health monitoring of structures.
Determination of the estimated performance for the
developed diagnostic system is the most important
stage of the development process. However, many
well-known software engineering techniques cannot
be immediately implemented for diagnostic
systems.
Study [12] presents the technique for supporting
diagnostic processes with a unique computer
system which applies an additional reality, that is,
the technology connecting the real and virtual
realities. In the solution developed the diagnostic
processes are running on the image display:
component locations, diagnostic tasks, description
hints, measured values, location of measuring
points and 3-D component models. In this
technology virtual objects are projected on the part
of reality recorded by a camera or a set of cameras.
The system operator obtains visual data from the
projection equipment which is a part of the user
interface. Based on the image projection of a
technical device equipped with instructions and
virtual objects, the operator analyses and interprets
the state of diagnostic process, and then takes
decisions regarding further problems described in
the instruction. During the diagnostic process the
feedback from the operator is visually signalled,
thus reasoning the task improvement. As for the
problems not connected with the element which
generates the feedback, the accuracy of an executor
is recognized by the user by means of comparing
the physical state of the device with its visual image
in the form of virtual objects and the text. The
solution proposed is an important step towards
improvements aimed at technical assessment of
complicated engineering devices. The authors in [2]
also propose the visually enriched approach for a
user-oriented interface to facilitate semantic
interoperability. The successful implementation of
video surveillance technology for monitoring
landslides and characteristics of the distance video
surveillance system are also described in [15]. The
real time images help to prevent and timely
eliminate damages from unexpected geological
landslides. Nonetheless, these methods allow
controlling only the diagnostic process and cannot
effect these changes in the diagnostic object.
The systems of monitoring and early prevention,
though being able to collect constantly field data on
landslide
processes,
generally,
cannot
independently detect and analyze landslide signs in
real time. The monitoring system described in [7] is
intended, firstly, for evaluating the risk of landslide
and better interpreting the slope behaviour, which

can contribute to decreasing economic losses and
casualties from landslides. In particular, intelligent
wireless sensor subsystems were distributed in the
slope under observation for off-line collection,
analysis and transfer of appropriate parameters of
the environment in real time. The web application
installed in the computer which is plugged to the
sensor units on-site provides automatic distribution
of parameters of the slope via internet. Study [10]
proposes a draft program for monitoring landslide,
collection, processing and analysis of data with the
GPS technology. According to the analysis of the
results of GPS monitoring, the landslide is in a
constant-speed
deformation
stage.
And
precipitation is the major factor causing landslides.
It is assumed that great attention should be paid to
landslides during heavy showers, severe and
prolonged rains in order to facilitate and prevent
catastrophes. The significance of monitoring
systems for landslides is also emphasized in [14].
An efficient monitoring system for landslides may
not only solve engineering problems, but also
decrease economic losses. Based on differences in
objects, the monitoring systems for landslides can
be divided into five categories: monitoring of
deformation, monitoring of earthquake state,
monitoring of tensions, hydrographic and
environment monitoring. Thus, the selected
monitoring techniques depend on monitoring
objects. Hence, the diagnostic system development
is a complicated engineering problem aimed at
preventing damages from unexpected displacement
of ground massifs.
3. THE THEORETICAL BASIS FOR
MONITORING SOIL MOISTURE
A distinctive feature of the proposed monitoring
system is so-called self-destruction of started
negative changes in soils due to excessive moisture,
and early prevention of possible effects from poor
structural stability. The combination of the
technique for soil moisture diagnostics [3] and the
drainage method based on the capillary rise is taken
as the basis [4].
Along capillary-porous bodies, such as concrete
and soil, water moves under the influence not only
hydrostatic pressure, but also various external and
internal pressures [8]: capillary rise рcr, osmotic
pressure роs and internal friction (viscous resistance
of current) рif

рos  cRT  RT

 0 0p ;
2d1rF

(1)

2
(2)
cos  ;
r
2lV ;
(3)
рif 
r
where с is the electrolyte concentration difference,
mole/m3; R is the universal gas constant, 8.31
J/(moleК); Т is the absolute temperature, К;  is the
рcr 
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water dielectric conductivity, 80.1; 0 is the electric
constant, 8.811012 F/m;  is the electrokinetic
potential of capillary walls, V; р0 is the
equilibrium electrical surface potential of capillary
walls, V;  is the thickness of diffuse double
electric layer m; r is the capillary radius, m; d1 is
the diameter of particles forming the capillaries, m;
 is the water surface tension, 0.073 N/m;  is the
water contact angle of capillary walls; l is the
capillary length, m;  is the water viscosity, 0.001
Pas; V is the water flow in a capillary, m3/year;  is
the specific electric resistance of a capillary system
by saturated water, Ohmm.
While modelling the work of capillary drainage
we should consider that depending on specific
conditions the operating pressure can have various
signs and values: роs acts only when there is a
difference in concentrations of dissolved substances
in the soil and the capillary filler; рcr acts only in
presence of capillary meniscus (the flow from the
device must output only to the air); рif always
resists the water flow. Capillary drainage is possible
for steady water flow. The steady-flow equation
considering the most significant pressures is the
basic physical and mathematical model of water
drainage and soil dewatering processes
роs + рcr = рif ,
(4)
2 2lV .
(5)

r
r
Thus, the flow speed in a capillary of the radius
сRT 

r is

V

cRTr  2  .

(6)
2l
The water flow in a single capillary is
2
(7)
Q  VS  V r    ,
where S is the cross-section area of the water flow,
m2.
The number of capillaries in the system is

N cap 

S0
S0
,

S  (r   ) 2

(8)

where S0 is the cross section area of the capillary
pipe, m2.
The total water flow is
Qtotal  VSN cap 

сRTr  2  S

.
(9)
0
2l
A quantitative analysis of drainage for the
whole system under development can be conducted
on the basis of equation (9).
4. STUDY OF SOIL SELF-DRAINAGE
POSSIBILITY WITH CAPILLARY
SENSORS
The fundamental tasks in the investigation are
search and selection of a simple dispersed material
of high capillary absorption and capillary water
rise, as well as the development of an effective

layout and drainage techniques for water saturated
soils by the method designed. As is known, the
electric conductivity in dispersed systems, and
consequently, their electric resistance is effected by
the surface electric conductivity which, in turn, is
mainly the result of counter ion transfer in the
electrical double layer (EDL), where their
concentration ten and hundred times higher than the
volume concentration. Therefore, their electrical
resistance does not depend on the chemical content
and salt concentrations in the underground water.
Besides, the surface conductivity depends on the
number of the counter ions Н+ in diffuse part of
EDL and its thickness, which, in turn, depends on
the amount of water in the soil, that is, its moisture.
It is significant that the soil electric resistance curve
depending on moisture has a bend where its steep
part turns into flat one, which testifies emergence of
free water and transition of the soil in fluid state.
The basic part of capillary drainage is a pipe
filled with well-wetting dispersed material with a
developed capillary system of particles. The lower
part of the pipe is intake and it is perforated, the
upper one is transport and non-perforated. Among
the materials used in the investigation were paper
and cotton which proved to be improper as
damageable and nondurable. Fibrous asbestos and
crushed silica gel are well-wetting materials. They
can form a developed capillary system, but cannot
filter the water well. Hence, porous ceramics was
chosen as drainage material. It filled the pipe in
experimental facilities modelling various water
drainage layouts (Fig. 1). The amount of water
filtering along the pipe was measured with a
graduated cylinder at certain times. Fig. 2 presents a
kinetic curve of the water volume drained from the
tank along the pipe filled with crushed brick of
various grain sizes (Fig. 1c). As is seen from Fig. 2
the greatest consumption is for a filler of 0.315 ÷
2.5 mm grain size, and the smallest consumption is
for a filler of 0.315 ÷ 0.63 and 1.25 ÷ 5 mm grain
sizes. Thus, the optimal grain size of a filler in the
experiment is 0.315 ÷ 2.5 mm.
The experiment investigation into the time
dependency of absorbed water volume was made to
study the model reliability and application range of
the capillary drainage. Fig. 3 gives kinetic curves of
water drainage from water-saturated sand by
various drainage layouts and from the water tank V
= f(t). The research was conducted according to the
diagrams given in Fig. 1. The quantitative capillary
drainage characteristic can serve as the slope ratio
dV/dt, m3/24 hours, or the tangent divided by the
1 dV
cross-section area of the pipe 
, m/24 hours.
S dt
The first factor by physical content and dimension
corresponds to the water flow; the second factor is a
specific value corresponding to the coefficient of
filtration and free-flow water permeability.
Therefore, the placement of drainage by the
scheme presented in Fig. 1, a is the most effective.
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Fig. 2. The kinetic curves of water drainage
from the tank by devices with various grain
sizes of a filler

н
measuring
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Fig. 1. The diagram of water drainage from
saturated sand with capillary drainage: a – water
drainage is lower than the watered massif (the
hydrostatic pressure contributes to dewatering);
b – water drainage is higher than the watered
massif (the hydrostatic pressure hampers
dewatering); c – for research into experimental
facility properties disregarding soil influence

Fig. 3. The kinetic curves of water drainage
from soil (a, b, c correspond to the diagrams
of Fig. 1, a, b, c)
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5. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SYSTEM
MONITORING SOIL MOISTURE
In order to implement the technique a unique
coaxial capillary sensor was developed (Fig. 4) [3].

Fig. 4. The capillary coaxial sensor for soil
moisture monitoring: 1 – external electrode; 2
– internal electrode; 3 – capillary filler; 4 –
polymer liners; 5 – cap

The electrode gap is filled with special capillary
filler. The capillary filler through a punched external electrode is connected with the surrounding
soil; its current moisture is determined by the
capillary filler moisture and electrical factors of the
sensor, the electrical resistance and capacity. The
method provides a much higher accuracy in moisture determination than direct measurement of electrical characteristics of the soil influenced by fractional, salt composition and other factors. The
sensors are mounted in places on the plan and
underneath where deformations and damages due to
soil excessive moisture are most possible. The sensors are plunged with a pipe string which is hammered to the planned depth, and then it is removed
with a jack leaving the sensors and their conductors
(Fig. 5). In order to measure the sensor resistances
an ohmmeter or multimeter is used, thus providing
a measurement range of 100 Ohm  10 MOhm. The
electric conductivity is measured with a device
providing a measurement range of 1500 pF.
As the soil capacity and resistance depend not
only on the moisture, but also the soil type (sands,
clay sands, loamy soils, clays), there exists own
characteristic dependency of resistance on moisture

for each soil type. Consequently, the method,
implemented as the basis for monitoring the soil
moisture, requires preformed mathematical
resistance-moisture equations. Based on the
equations included in the software, the computer
using the data on the soil resistance obtained from
field sensors calculates the moisture, compares it
with the admissible values for each soil type and
provides recommendations to the operator or
independent quick response system. The study
presents experimental research about change of
capacity and resistance due to sand moisture (Fig.
6).

Fig. 5. The measurement of electrical resistance by
the digital multimeter (an analog-to-digital
converter) of the sensor which is plunged using an
inventory recoverable pipe string in the rail
embankment at a depth of 10 m

As is seen from the diagrams in Fig. 6 the
dependency of the soil moisture on the sensor
capacity is described by the square polynome
y  0.0272 x 2  5.772 x  286.28 , (10)
and the soil moisture on the resistance – by the
exponential equation
(11)
y  47.363x 0.56 .
By the resistance (capacity) values with formulae
(10) and (11) the soil moisture in each controlled
point can be determined. The moisture values
obtained are compared with the dangerous values
which correspond to transfer of soils to fluid state,
e.g., for clay it is 4050%; for loamy soil it is
3040%; for clay sand it is 2030%; and for sand it
is 2336%. Higher soil moisture and its approaching
to the dangerous values testify the possible
emergence of deformations and damages. The soil
moisture can be estimated by the ratio of the current
resistance Rx to the resistance R0 in the point
corresponding to fluidity. Thus, if Rx exceeds R0
(Rx  R0), the soil is considered structured, if it is
lower than (Rx  R0) it is considered floating and
landslide hazard. The structuring degree of soil and
its stability are determined by the ratio Rx /R0, the
higher it is the more structural and stable the soil is.
In order to confirm the adequacy of the capillary
sensor developed in terms of reflecting changes in
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moisture, the field tests were conducted [4]. The
sensors were located in the basement of an annex
subject to uneven subsidence because of soils
excessive moisture (Fig. 7).
а)

b)

Among the measured results we can observe an
abrupt decrease in resistance and, consequently, a
higher moisture after a break of the underground
pipeline of a heat network during the testing.
Therefore, the sensor developed presents the actual
data on changes in the soil moisture.
For continuous observations over the state of
unstable slopes and embankments, study [4]
presents a method developed for monitoring the soil
moisture for potentially unstable roadbed
embankments and landslide hazard slopes by means
of stationary sensors (Fig. 9). The technique allows
determining the soil moisture inside earthwork
structures and ground massifs, where deformations
and damages due to soil excessive moisture are
considered to be possible. The technique is
implemented by plunging a special capillary sensor
in the soil, taking electrical measurements and
assessing, by these data, the soil moisture and its
rheological condition, plastic and fluid.
However, the diagram, as all the above
mentioned, is a monitoring system and does not
intended for elaborating solutions on restoration of
lost operational properties and implementation of
such decisions, i.e. for change management. There
is a need for a system which will allow the
dispatcher not only to take the right decision based
on signals and sensors, but also to start prevention
of emergency situations independently.
6. DEVELOPMENT OF A DIAGRAM OF THE
INDEPENDENT COMPUTER SYSTEM OF
INTELLIGENT CHANGE MANAGEMENT
OF OPERATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF CONSTRUCTION FACILITIES

Fig. 6. The examples of correlation
dependencies of the soil moisture W on
electrical characteristics of the sensor: a – the
electrical capacity C; b – the electric
resistance R

Fig. 7. The monitoring of the soil moisture of
the annex foundation

The measured results of the electrical resistance
of the sensor at direct (DC) and alternative (AC)
currents and the soil moisture W, calculated by the
formula, are given on the diagrams in Fig. 8.

A flowchart of the operation algorithm of
independent computer system of intelligent change
management of operational characteristics of
construction facilities is given in Fig. 10. Let us
consider its work as a system for monitoring and
management of the moisture soil state and the slope
stability of the ground volume (fig. 9). The soil
moisture determines the slope stability of the
ground volume. If the moisture increases more than
the normed limited values the destruction can
occur, for example, a slope slide. The system
functions the following way. The system uses
coaxial capillary moisture sensors (fig. 4) which are
placed on the soil volume (fig. 9), and analog-todigital converters (fig. 5). Previosly the normed
limited values of the moisture ground are
introduced in computer software. The computer
with software turns on sensors in accordance to the
previously assigned discrete mode. The values of
the electrical resistance and capacity are determined
by the sensors. These values with the analog-todigital converters get into the computers where they
are transfomed into the moisture values according
to formulas (10) and (11).
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a)

b)

Fig. 8. History of the electric resistance R of the sensor (a), measured at direct current and soil moisture (b)
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а)

1 – possible shift surfaces of the slope; 2 –
sensor locations
b)

1 – rail track axle; 2 – supposed shift
boundary; 3 – coaxial capillary sensors at a
depth of the supposed sliding plate; 4 – links;
5 – devices for commutation, intensification
and transformation of signals from the
sensors; 6 – dispatcher center
Fig. 9. The diagram of soil moisture
monitoring: a – unstable roadbed slopes; b –
landslide hazard slopes

The received values and sensor coordinates are
the basis for 3D-model creating of the moisture
isofields of the soil volume. The moisture isofields
are displayed on the monitor screen. Next the
computer software compares obtained moisture
values with the specified limits. In case the
moisture meets the specified limits (i.e. the lack of
an exceedance) the system informs the oversight
staff and turns off till the following switching on
according to the given discrete mode. In case the
moisture does not meet the specified limits the
system informs the oversight staff about this and
estimates the posibility of the automatic intensive
correction of the operational characteristic indicator
(the soil moisture) which exceeds the specified
limits. This correction is possible if the system has
the embedded executive tool for restoring the

operational characteristics. The capillary drainages
can be as the above mentioned tools (fig. 1), which
are arranged in the soil volume and distributed
between the capillary sensors (fig. 9). Under normal
mode the capillary drainages dry the the soil
volume. In case the system decides to reduce the
moisture intensively the capillary drainages can be
switched automaticaly to the electroosmotic drying
mode. In this mode an external electrode of the
capillary sensors is used as an anode, and the
capillary drainage is used as a cathode.
After the electroosmotic drying during the
determined time the drying is switched off, and the
moisture sensors are switched on. In case the
operational characteristic indicators exceed the
specified limits (due to the lack of executive tools
or the shortage of their productivity), and the
automatic intensive correction is impossible then
the system informs the operators and continues
working in the expert mode. Using the special
algorythms and data bases it generates the restoring
of operational characterictic options, chooses the
optimal option criteria, compares the options, offers
the operator the most optimal of them, and provides
recommendations about its realisations (a visit an
emergency team, a drainage introduction or wells, a
strengthening of the slope by a counterberm,
geotextiles, a gabion, a retaining wall, a buttress, a
screw injection pile, a bored pile, etc.). During the
repair works the system operates in the moisture
monitoring mode, after works are finished the
system turns to the normal mode.
The devices for compulsory removal of water
from water saturated soils by electroosmosis are
taken as the executive restoration mechanisms for
operational characteristics. The system of capillary
sensors is preventive from accumulation of
additional water in the soil, as it intensifies
capillary water drainage from pores of earthwork
structures. In case of excessive moisture and the
critical electric resistance, the computer system not
only informs the dispatcher, but also signals about
external electrical field of the current strength I fed
to the sensor, which causes osmotic water transfer
and prevents an abrupt loss of structural stability.
Qualitatively the process is described by the
Helmholtz-Smoluchowski equation [8]:
=Q/0I,
(12)
where  is the electrokinetic potential of the soil
particle surface, V;  is the specific electric
conductivity of fluid, Ohm–1; Q is the fluid volume
velocity, m3/s;  is the dielectric conductivity; 0 is
the electric constant, 8.8510–12 F/m; I is the current
strength, А.
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Discrete switching-on by assigned
mode
Input of standard value range

Input of digital signals from
sensor through converter
Conversion of signals to natural
exponent
Generalization of values
Inform the supervisor on
values

Conformity of value with
standard range

no

yes
Inform supervisor on
non-conformity value
with standard range

Inform supervisor on
conformity of value
with standard range

yes

Possibility to correct
value automatically
no
Calculation of control
action values

Сalculation of automatic
control action (step-by-step)

Directions to supervisor on
elimination of non-conformity
of value with standard range

Input of control
action to executive
mechanisms

Switching-off

Fig. 10. The flowchart of the operation algorithm of independent computer system of intelligent change
management of operational characteristics of construction facilities (by one factor)

Transform equation (12) by presenting the fluid
volume velocity Q as the fluid volume V, in the
time t through the cross-section area S
Q =V/t = 0I/
(13)
or differentially
dV 1  0 I .
(14)
 

dt S
 S
The current force I to the cross-section area
ratio of the sample S is the current density і, А/m2.
And finally we obtain

dV 1  0 ,
 
i
dt S


(15)

which means that the water volume through the
roadbed embankment is directly proportional to the
current density due to electroosmotic transport.

As we see, the right part of equation (15)
includes measurable and well-known values which
allow calculating a water flow in the roadbed
embankment and a time needed for water drainage
from pores, that is, to forecast a time to restore
operational properties of earthwork structures.
7. CONCLUSIONS
1. The capillary coaxial sensor for monitoring
soil moisture, which measures electrical properties
(capacity and/or resistance) of the capillary filler
between the core and punched sensor holder, was
designed.
2. Due to theoretical and experimental research
the authors chose the capillary filler for the sensor,
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crushed porous ceramics of 0.315-2.5 grains, which
provides both necessary sensitivity of the sensor,
and its ability to be part of the sensor for draining
water saturated soils by electroosmosis and
capillary rise. The dependencies of the soil moisture
W on the electric capacity C and the resistance R,
including ones presented as equations were
obtained; they can be used for computer programs
to monitor soil moisture and stability of
embankments, excavations, slopes and other soil
massifs.
3. Based on the Helmholtz-Smoluchowski
equation the dependency of speed factors of soil
massif drainage on electric influence factors
(current density) was obtained; they can be used in
computer programs to calculate drainage control
actions.
4. A block scheme of the monitor control
system of soil moisture and stability of
embankments, excavations, slopes and other ground
massifs was developed; it is intended not only for
informing the operator about maximum permissible
values of soil moisture and dangerous losses of
massif stability, but also for selecting and
calculating independent feedback from the
executive devices (e.g., drainage, injection fixation)
which provide drainage and stability of the massif.
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